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1. INTRODUCTION 
An old question is: How close is a given function G inL” to Hz ? Contributions 
to the case where “distance” means sup norm were made by Caratheodory and 
Fejer, Nehari, and Helson and Szego and a complete solution of the problem can 
be found in [2, 31. When “distance” means L2(p de) norm the problem was solved 
by !&ego and later his solution was used by Wiener to compute the “prediction 
error” in analysis of a time series. This paper concerns a nonlinear problem of 
this type. Namely, what is the distance 6, between a given function G in the unit 
ball &YL” of L” and the unit ball gH’ of H” in the “Poincare’ metric” p (which we 
define precisely in a moment). The purpose of the paper is to present a solution 
to this problem for matrix as well as scalar valued functions and the principles 
underlying it. The main tool we develop might be thought of as a nonlinear 
Lax-Beurling theorem and it is of interest in itself. The most elegant corollary 
of the main theorem (Theorem 5.1) gives the flavor of our results: 
COROLLARY 1. I. The “Poincare’ distance” of a function A/l E %‘L7 (6?) with 
Ad* E %H’(C’“) to the unit ball of H-(C) equals arctanh AlIz, where A :- 
I B-l:Pa,qB-l/D 1~. Here A and B aye bounded operators on I”(@“) with B > 0. 
They are 
A=$ 8*M~i%~*M 
R = 2;* 
where 
s = (1 - M*M)-l and 6, = (1 - MM*)-1 
and !& and ir, are the Hankel and Toeplitz matrices with generating function f. 
Also f denotes the function defined by j’(ei@) = f (e&O). 
* This research was partially supported by the National Science Foundation. 
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This is proved in Section 5. Further discussion of formulations like this, 
their numerical propertics, and the preferred bases for expressing the key 
matrices appear in the engineering announcement of this article [ 171. 
The Poincare distance problem corresponds to an engineering problem which 
originally inspired this paper. It is a basic theoretical question underlying the 
design of circuitry to deliver a prescribed amount of power to an electrical device. 
The physical interpretation and description of existing engineering work will 
be given in Section 6. IYc should point out that our study owes a great deal to 
clever work done primarily b!- Fano [13] and Youla [34]. The present paper 
extends results in [I51 in several directions and gives conceptual proofs which 
arc far more enlightening than those of [15]. It is hoped that what wc describe 
in this paper arc some of the principles \vhich underlie power transfer problems. 
The theory of If’ spaces and multiplication operators on them have been 
studied extensively and the problem of finding the I,’ distance of G t Lp to II’ 
in the Lp norm was one of the original problems to come up in that context. 
What we do here gives rudiments of 3 theory of homogeneous spaces of functions 
on the circle analogous to linear I, ’ theory. Recall that if one applies an isometric 
multiplication operator on La to Hz the classical Beurling theorem describes the 
range. This is a very important theorem in linear Ii” theory. In this paper we 
give such a theorem for a generic class of isometric multiplications on “Poincare 
.%‘H~(U?).” That is our nonlinear Lax--Beurling theorem. Roughly speaking, 
such a range is the set of all solutions in :&HI to a fixed classical Scvanlinna- 
Pick-Caratheodorv--I;ejer interpolation problem. So the theorem involves 
quite a bit of interpolation theory and relies heavily on a study of interpolation 
done by Adamajan et al. [2, 31. ;211 of this appears in Section 4. 
In Section 3 WC‘ convert the Poincare distance question to that of finding the 
smallest function in the range of a fixed isometric multiplication. The range 
theorem of Section 4 allows us to apply classical interpolation thcor!; or more 
powerful cornmutant lifting theory to solve the I’oincare distance problem. This 
is in Section 5. 
We define the “I’oincare metric” 
p(K, G) : sup arctanh 
Q 
li(l - G(@) G(eio)“) l’X(K(~‘u) - G(ei”)) . (1 - G(elB)*K(el”)))’ 
on ~?IC,“(@“). Technically speaking this is more a Caratheodory metric than a 
PoincarC-Bergman metric. A\n isometry .F: :ZI,z(CYL) + r9YLT(@n) will be 
referred to as “local” provided functions I<, and K, in .%I,‘(C”) which agree 
on a subset E of the circle map under .P into functions which agree on E. It is 
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easv to sho~v that a local isomctry onto the ball (which lies in the component of 
the-identity map) acts on each K E ~LI(C=“) b! 
.Fu(K)(eio) := A(eis) tm B(eis)K(eiQ)(Z -- Il(eiH)K(e’e)) ‘C(e@), (1.1) 
where the function 
has unitar!, values a.~. Such maps are our isometric multiplication operators. 
‘Thv full group of them acts transitively on ZI,“(C”); thus it is a homogeneous 
space. If C- is in E-I’, that is, U is inner, then .F&: -S?H’-(C”) + .SH’(CJ1). The 
function II will be called the hub of CFU 
\Vc net-d more generality so here arc some refinements of these definitions. 
Suppose .Y is a subspace ofI,‘-(@‘O, the uniformly bounded 11 A 12 matrix valued 
functions on the unit circle. Then .@LV :-:: (f~ N: iIS, < 1: and :%‘,.,.:I7 mm_ 
[ft I\.: .f 11. Let .#,A’ =: [f~ %‘,,A’: i,f(e”“)il -c: 1 at all but an essential11 
finite set]. An W before a function space such as dN denotes the space of all 
functions in .\- which are restrictions of rational functions to the unit circle. 
The mathematically natural generalization of 3’ for all purposes herein is the 
set ii, of pscudomeromorphic functions. These arc functions meromorphic 
esccpt on IT 11 {I z ~ =- 13 which are of bounded type and have nontangential 
limits as f i I and Y t 1 which agree almost everywhere (c.f., [I, lo]). =Z reader 
not already familiar with these should just mentally substitute rational for pseudo- 
mcromorphic at least on the first reading of this paper. In definition (1 .l) the 
condition ~ *-I ‘1: < 1 is equivalent to &: .2Xfi - 2%‘. If it is relaxed WC: still 
get .Ft,: ALi - .&,,L”. Denote the class of such maps by 9.%(CrL). If lr is 
inner, call ,3. a cascade transformation. The fact that a cascade transformation 
maps ,?cl,~,.iI’(C7~) into itself is readily verified (cf., [ 191). Actually several difkrent 
hypotheses on c’ allow Sa to extend continuously to .2’,,II, (C’“) and frequentl! 
wc just use this fact without mentioning it. Denote b!; Y(C’!), Y,(Qf), and 
Z(~(.(C“) the set of cascade transformations with 1; A ~ .-.: 1, with det[Z ~- 
.l(eiH)A,f(e’S)‘“] not identically 0, and with no added restriction on -4, respectively. 
‘I’hc cascade transformations with rational coefficients will be denoted -&g(C”), 
ps~udolnc,romorphic #Y(C’l), etc. Each of these sets is a semigroup. X pseudo- 
mcromorphic function cp with unitary KAKS on (I will be called a phase function. 
II>- /I’(@“) IYC’ mean the orthogonal complement of W(C’!) in L2(C’l); it con- 
sists of rhosc functions in L?(@J’) whose nomegatize Fourier co&icients vanish. 
Sate \vc use’ f12(@7z) to denote what is frequently denoted rT,t,,“(Cjl). I_;sc Ii, (C”) 
to dcsnotc those matrix functions in L7.(C’l) whose positive Fourier coefficients 
vanish. ‘I’hc inconvenience of remembering that constants belong to H’(C1’) 
but not to ff2(C1’) is ofkt by not having to carry the subscript 0 through long 
calculations:. 
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2. SYMPLECTIC INVARIANTS 
The section begins with some notation. Typically, we shall denote matrices 
with lower case letters and matrix functions with upper case letters. Maps on 
matrix functions are script, while maps on matrices are upper case. Let Z’(C’l) 
denote the complex valued n x n matrices and .98’,,Y(Cn) [resp. .995?(P)] 
denote the unit ball in 9(P) [resp. {m E Z(@?~): 11 m I/ < l)]. A broadly symplec- 
tic map F,, on .%~,.3’(U?) is a map of the form 
F,,(s) =-- a + bs( 1 - ds)-'c, 
with u = (E z) unitary. If 1; a #I = /I I;,,(O)li < 1, then call FU symplectic. These 
are essentially the same symplectic maps studied by C. L. Siegel and they could 
be written in the alternative form 
with a coefficient matrix (: t) which is unitary with respect to the bilinear form 
given by (i -y). It is known that any symplectic map carries 973 and .99r,9 onto 
itself and has a symplectic inverse. 
There are several metrics on 95?(P) w rc are invariant under symplectic h’ h 
transformations. They are typically defined in terms of the symplectic map, 
FA-, ’ which maps s to 0. The coefficient matrix for this map is 
A-S 
(1 ~ ,,*yz 
t-’ . (I - ,*,y s* i 
Then the function 
q(s, h) ~2 arctanh ~1 Fi3-,Jh)l~ (2.1) 
is a metric on .%Y which is invariant under symplectic transformations, that is, 
q(FJs), F,,(h)) =~ q(s, h). This fact is due to Earl and Hamilton [12] in infinite 
dimensions and probably Caratheodory for 39Y(@11). The proof in [ 121 proceeds 
by showing the existence of an invariant metric satisfying ~(0, h) :m arctanhjl h 1, 
and then observes g(s, h) = q(FA_,(s), F,_Jh)). 
Actually q is a special case of the much stronger invariant described by the 
following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Ifs, h E .~,,~(CrL) and 1 ~ s*h is invertible, dt$ine 
E(s, h) 4 F, ,(h)[FA ;(h)]*. 
Then d(F(s), F(h)) is unitarily equivalent to &(s, h) for any symplectic map I+‘. 
Also t”(s*, h*) and C(s, h) aye unituvily equivalent. 
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Siegel [32] gives a matrix valued similarity invariant forjthe matrix upper half 
plane which Cayley transforms to an invariant on B’Z(P). His is not positive 
definite and so cannot factor as FF*; our W amounts to a symmetrization of his 
matrix invariant. Set 
O(s, h) A arctanh I F~+(h)l. 
Then 0 is a positive operator invariant with the property that q(s, h) = Ij Q(s, h);l 
and (tr Q(s, /~)~)r!~ is the Siegel invariant metric on .$P’(C”). 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. The proof depends on cross ratios. Cross ratios of 
matrices have been used extensively since the late 1940’s [32] by mathematicians. 
The engineer Youla and co-workers [35] g eneralized Siegel’s cross ratio for 
circuit theory purposes in the early 1960’s. A thorough treatment of cross 
ratios is given in [IS]. Our notation is: to given matrices zr , 2, , z3 , X, assign 
called their cross ratio (whenever the necessary inverses exist). Then it is easy 
to check for F(z) = a + bx(1 - dz)-lr 
%(F(z,), E’(.zJ, IQ), F(xJ) = b( I - .~~d)-~V(z, z2 , 5 , z4)( 1 - z2d) b-l, 
provided all relevant inverses exist. In particular, @ is up to similarity invariant 
under symplectic maps. Now we pause for a lemma. 
Ifs E Z(P) and is invertible define the reflected point F as s*-I. It is not a big 
surprise to find 
LEMJM 2.2. If F is a symplectic map and s is invertible F(S) = F(s). 
PPOO~. Consider a symplectic mapF. Then its (i -i) unitary coefficient matrix 
(c $) must satisfy 
y*y-p*/3 = 1, ci*a-KK*K = 1, 
y*lr = p*a. 
NOW 
F3 = [F(s)-l]* = (s*n* + ,6’*)-l(s*,* + ?“) := G(s*-l), 
where 
G(q) = (a* + qP*>-‘(K* + ~4. 
So we must show G(p) = F(q) for all q. They will be equal if and only if 
(K” + W*)(‘$f’ + Y) = (m* -t $*)(a4 -t ,@. 
To verify this equation expand the expressions and use (2.2) and (2.3). 
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Lemma 2.2 implies that %(h, s, f, A) is a similarity invariant for sympiectic 
maps. While %(h, s, .?, h) is not a selfadjoint operator we shall soon see that 
6,(s, h) = (1 - dy’“%(h, s, s, h)(l - SC)lJZ 
2 (1 - SS”)~ ‘,2(/z - s)(s*h - 1) ‘(SX -- /?*)(I -- sh”) ‘(I - ss”)“~ 
(3.6) 
is and since Q’, is similar to $5 it is a similarity invariant for F. Since two self- 
adjoint operators are similar if and only if they are unitarily equivalent, Cr is a 
unitarity invariant for symplectic maps. 
Now we show that t’, := 6. This is true because straightforward algebra gives 
and so 
where 
g Jr -(I - py)--l'?($~: -. /p)(] -,~Jql(] - ss*)l/?, 
To finish we must show g :~= F,_(h)“, which amounts to proving the identity 
(h” - s”)(l - sh”)-‘(1 - s.?) :- (I - s*s)(l - Iz*s)-t(h” - s*), 
which can be easily checked. The first assertion of Proposition 2.1 is now proved. 
To prove that t”(s*, h*) and 6(s, h) are unitariiy equivalent begin by checking 
the identity FA_$*(h+) : F,-8(h)*. From this we get 
C(S *, h*) =- F, J(h)*F,-$(h), 
which is unitarily equivalent to E; (h) FA (h)* := L(s, h). 
The factorization formula for 8-m term; of FA establishes that 6 is positive 
selfadjoint. Secondly, while all computations dohe require hypotheses like s 
invertible, h invertible, /, s 1; < I, 1~ h 1: s;; 1, the opcratorF,-8(h), and consequently 
&(s, h), is well defined whenever (1 - s*h) is invertible and unitarity invariance 
will hold by continuity. 
3. THE DUALITY PRINCIPLE 
Since the inverse of a symplectic map can be computed (easily) one can com- 
pute the inverse of any 9 E Y,(G) and find that its coefficient matrix is the 
adjoint of an inner function. So if we let 9z(Cn) denote the semigroup of all 
sL, satisfying (1 ,I) with U* inner and det(l - CFU(0) FU(0)*) 35 0, then 
LEMMA 3.1. Each .F E PC(P) is invertible as a map on .9Y,L”(C”) and its 
inverse is in /in. 
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Xow we turn our attention to orbits. What occurs most readily with many 
electric circuit situations is the orbit 9’0, of a fixed S in .@,Hz(@“) under the 
transformation group 9’. One of our main interests will be to find the smallest 
function in 90, . A classical theorem (referred to as the Darlington dilation) 
describes the orbit of 0. 
Proof. For the W scalar (n = 1) case the result is due to S. Darlington. For 
the matrix case it is attributed to Belevitch or Ono-Yosuro. We refer the reader 
to [I] or [IO] which prove the result generally for pseudomeromorphic and not 
just rational functions. h;ote any inner function is pseudomeromorphic because 
U( l/z)-‘* automatically continues U to the exterior of the disk. Thus the coeffi- 
cients of any cascade transformation are pseudomeromorphic. This is the reason 
such functions keep appearing herein. Some other properties of 99 maps are 
LEMMA 3.3. If 9 is in &.YFF(@~~), then .T maps .#Hm-(@“) into itself if and 
only if there is an inner V such that F”(S) = F(S) for all 5’ in .G8L”(c”). 
Proof. Suppose .F E 5EF(Q1) maps 99’Nr((@“) into itself. IVrite .F = FU 
with U as in (1 .l). Then il == F(O) is in .i%l~!I’(@~). So for each 5 in &‘Hz(@71) 
3!-(s) & BS(1 - zw-T = .9-(S) - .-1 E Hq?). 
Since ZI is pseudomcromorphic it has a continuation to the interior of the disk. 
If the continuation norm >l at some point z0 inside the disk, then for any zr 
near z,, we can find &, in 9?5?(C7”) so that 1 - II Sz, is a singular matrix and 
S,l is invertible. Since U has unitary boundary values and (i 12 ‘j < I, the func- 
tions B and C have invertible values except at isolated points. Thus X(SzI) has 
a pole at zr for all zr in a deleted neighborhood of z,r . This is a contradiction from 
which u-e are forced to conclude :j L)(z)(l,,c,, < 1 for all 1 u” ! < 1. Since 
D E &JW(@“) it must be in .%II(@‘~). 
The forthcoming Lemma 4.3 is more than enough (the second part of the 
proof of Theorem 4.1 will do) to imply that 
So BKC E Hi(F) whenever K is in ,O and hence for all K in Hz(F). This can 
only happen if B = (l/p) B, and C = &I’, , where B, , Cr are in .@H;(@“) and p) 
is a unimodular scalar valued function. We now prove this. Consider the space 
,Y == (KCH’(@“): K t H~(a=~~)~. It IS invariant under multiplication by any K in 
WK(6?) and shortly we shall show that either 9 = (0) or Y == @P(Q1) for a 
unimodular scalar function 4. Now B.4P C N”(C”) and so B+H2(Q1) C P(@“), 
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which says that B, 2 $B, is in H”(V). The definition of Y implies CH2(@“) C 
y5H2(@“), so Cl & (l/+)C is in HK(@‘“). 
Now we analyze the space .Y. By Lemma 1 [lo] C = PH, where HE H%(@?‘) 
and p E Hm(@l) 1s inner. Thus /??(i” is a subspace of Hz(F) which is invariant 
under multiplication by functions in HJ-(Crl). This strong invariance implies 
that if ~9 f {0), then /&“ is “full range.” Consequently, the Lax-Beurling theo- 
rem says that there is an inner function U E H”(P) such that 
p.Y = UH’. 
By Fatou’s lemma lim,tr U(reis) exists for almost all 8. Suppose it exists at 0, 
and that U(eieo) = 1. Then if u is a unitary matrix in 2’(V), 
up9 c p9 and u “/w c /w. 
Thus uU = UV, for some unitary v,‘ in 2?(V). Since U(&@) = I, the matrices 
w, and u must be equal. So uU(z) = U( z u ) f or all u. By Schur’s lemma U(z) is 
a scalar multiple of the identity. This proves .Y’ = +H2(@“) as required. 
LEMMA 3.4. A one-to-one map 9” in Z’,F(P) has hub equal to 5’ E .#,L”(U?) 
if and only if &(S*) = 0. i’f SE @9’,HJ-(Cn) th eye is a cascade transformation 
in 9’,(F) which maps S* to 0. 
Proof, Consider FU defined by (1.1). S’ mce the boundary values of Ii’ are 
unitary its entries satisfy 
AA* -;- BB” = I, cc* + nn* = I, AC* ~= --BD/ 
If D E 9YJrn(cn), then C is invertible a.e. and so 
&(D*) = A -+ BD*(l - LID*)-‘C = A -1. BD*C*m-l 
= 0. 
Since FU is one to one the only element which it maps to 0 is D”. This verifies 
the first sentence of the theorem. 
Given S in .$J?~Hcc((cn) by the Darlington lemma there is an inner C’ so 
9&(O) = S*. Therefore 9,&S*) = 0 and so 9;: E 9JV) by Lemma 3. I 
This paper concerns mathematical problems, such as that of the “Poincare 
distance,” which come directly from the study of electrical power transfer. These 
problems involve what we shall call the magnitude of a matrix-valued function, 
namely, the magnitude of G is the function given by 
1 G(eis)j = [G(eiS)G(eiS)*]lj2. 
We say G and K have equivalent magnitudes provided there is a unitary valued 
function U such that 
1 G(eZ@)j = U(eis)* j K(eis))U(eiR) 
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for almost all 6. If ,fl is a family of matrix-valued functions let I A ~ denote the 
set of all possible magnitudes of functions in A’. The following simple observa- 
tion is one of the basic steps in our campaign to find the smallest function in 
/WI, 
Duality principle. If S E.%,H’(C”), then for any .F in ,99(C) with 
.F(S”) mm 0 the families 
1 .B(~mGz”(@“))’ and :#10 s 
are equivalent. In particular one can take .F ~= FL_,<* , or when S is in #J.BIJ~-(@~~), 
them arc many cascade maps & with .9&S*) == 0. 
Proof. For any invariant such as 8’ and any cascade map X, 
6(X(*S)(ef~), 0) and 6qqeq .X-l(O)) and 6(S(ey*, [Y-l(o)]*) 
are equivalent. Lemmas 3. I and 3.2 imply that for each C t .JWO, there is an 
H E .%?%I1 ’ such that 
8 ix (eis), 0) and d’(S(P)*, ZI(eis)) (3.1) 
are equivalent. Conversely, the lemmas imply that for each II E .%‘#HJ there is a 
cascade transform X E WB with [&‘-l(O)]* = H. Thus C E %‘i90, are in 
one-to-one correspondence with HE .%G?H*. Clearly if ,9(S*) =- 0, 
: &(.F((s(eie)*), .9(H(eis)))i and 
= 1 .F(H(eis))i 
G(0, .F(H(eio)))! 
are equivalent. The existence statements about .F follow from Section 2 and 
Lemma 3.4. 
The duality principle converts many problems about orbits to problems 
about ranges of a cascade transformation. An immediate consequence of the 
duality principle which illustrates this is 
~k~ROI.I~ARY 3.5. Let h,(m) denote the kth eigenvalue of the nonnegative matrix 
m. ‘Then 
where I! is un inner function whose lower diagonal entry equals S c .S?(‘(c’l). 
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4. THE RANGE OF AN ISOMETRIC J~ULTIPLICATION OPERATOR 
The problem of finding the PoincarC distance of a rational function to .#H’ 
- 
amounts to finding the smallest function in the range of a given map .% m 
.++‘ZF. By the duality principle finding the distance of 0, to 0 does also. This 
section gives an explicit description of the range of a cascade transformation and 
also of one in .#YY. As a consequence the l’oincare distance question reduces 
to an old eoell-understood problem. All that is required for this purpose is ;I des- 
cription of the magnitudes of functions in range .F up to unitarl. equivalence. 
Actually describing the range itself is not much harder. 
a. Ranges of CJascade Transformations 
Ranges of cascade transformations have played a big role in prev-ious \vork. 
Adamajan et al. [2, 31 used them to analyze the classical problem ofapl,rosimating 
a given function G E I,’ (0) in the L” (@“) norm by functions in Ii ’ (C’l). To G 
they associate a cascade transformation 9 (with ,/ .F(0)ljLm c. 1) and functions 
q’, do EZ,’ with unitary values on [I z = l} so that rp-F(.g,,H’)yl, equals 
provided that the set contains an element of norm less than 1. If G is pseudomcro- 
morphic so are F, r’,. To describe the NT functions within norm 8 of G one 
need only find the cascade transformation associated with G/S. Non it is well 
known that matrices WZ, 12 satisfy nz ~~ unz for u, v if and only if i m and II arc 
unitarily equivalent. So the functions in 
C‘,, and 3(,2q 
arc equivalent. What we need primarily is a converse to this and we obtain one. 
It describes magnitudes of ranges of cascade maps. Concurrently we get our 
nonlinear Lax--Beurling theorem. Let C,” denote C,; n .%X”(UZ’~). 
THEOREM 4.1 A. The set J? C :&HV(U?) is the range of some cascade transforma- 
tion 3: .“%lHL(@‘l) -+ :dH”(@“) ifand only ;f 
for some phase functions 8, R and a pseudomeromorphic G in .HL’(C”). .-llso 
.F(.JS?~,H”(@~)) equals BC,Q. 
To add more detail we need some definitions. An (invertible) outer function 
M is one in H’(F) with the property that {AZf: f~ H2(@“)} is (onto) dense in 
H’(P). Given uniformly invertible W in d,,J,’ then there are functions Q, and 
Z,!J in L1 with ‘p(ei’) and $(ei*) unitary for almost all [ so that ~11. and II’+ are 
invertible outer (cf. [37, Chap. VI). 
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THEOREM 4.1B. For a cascade transformation .9: tiH7(@“) ---f 5YHx(P) a 
function G associated with the range of .F by Theorem 4. IA is 
where v and $I are phase functions which make pB and C# outer; also we may take 
$ =~ p 1 and St : -= 4-l in Theorem 4.1 A. Here B, C are the coe$cients appeariq 
iv representation (1 .I ) of 3. 
PFOCI f’. Circn a set E let 9 be the map in 99 which Adamajan et al. [2, 31 
construct having range ~~lCco~-l. So E 12 9r(:‘AEf’(cJi)), whet-c $(S) 
&.9(S) y’iB. Since I!: C H’H7(6)T1) we have sl: 993H%(C”) + :9911’(crL) and this 
implies (SW Ixmma 3.3) that there is a cascade map -Y;~ so that Ft.(S) =m 
.qq for all s E .9?x’i(a=,). 
(‘onversely suppose .F is a cascade transformation with .S(O)il < 1. Write 
3 as 
and observe that its rightmost term is in NU(@“), because ,: .-I ;N < I, which 
forces ~/ 11 : 1 and so Jo DS ;j < 1. Set G = cp=l#. For any SE ,#JIJ we 
have rp-F(S)+ equals G + an HcJ function; certainly il .F(S’)l; S’ 1 for S E .‘A,.,,ZfJ 
and II .S(S’)i’ <: 1 for SE 5!YN”-. 
Now gi\:cn G + H we want to find S in 9JeeHn(Cli) so that ~,xF(S)# = 
G + iI. \\:c can solve for S by inverting the linear fractional map .F at each 
point and thcrcby get a function S(eis) which satisfies in S’(eiO)l~,, --< 1 or <I 
almost every-where. The problem is to show that S is in Hi(P). Since HE NJ 
and TB. CZ/J are invertible outer we have S( 1 ~ I>S)-l = (cpB)-lH(C$)-1 is in 
H’. Thus I ’ D,S(l - DS-l P: (1 - DS)-l is in H/-. RIomover, its boundarv 
values satisfy- Re(1 - D(eis)5’(eio))-l > 61 >, 0 and so Re( 1 - D(z)S(z))-l ;‘- 
Sl ;Y 0 for all z in the disk. Consequently, 1; 1 - D(z)~(z)~~~~ :< l/S. Now S is 
the productof .S( 1 - DS))’ and 1 - DS, two Hi3 functions; thus S is in JIL(CY1). 
EX~~IPLI:. In the scalar (n =- 1) case the “cascade ranges” E have an appcal- 
ing form. ‘I‘o illustrate this simply we consider only the case where .F gives 
rise to functions 0 and .Q with the property that the function 05? has simple zeroes 
(at points 3, in the disk). Then 
I:‘ = BC,Q = (f = BGQ - HQH: with iifl ’ I and HE If’: 
-= if E H”:f(q) = BGQ(+) and Iif~I < I). 
In other words E is the set of all solutions in .%N-i- to a classical Nevanlinnaa 
Pick interpolation problem. This type of correspondence was first observed by 
Nehari (cf. Section 6 [2]). 
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b. Isometric Multiplication Operator; 
In this section we describe the range of a broad (generic) class of isometric 
multiplication operators. This is necessary to solve the full PoincarC distance 
problem and it is necessary to begin a study of gain equalization in amplifiers 
(see Section 6). The work in this subsection subsumes some of the work in sub- 
section (a), but it seems like a pedagogical mistake to bury Theorem 4.1 in 
something which is substantially more involved. 
Suppose F EL”(@“). Let J&‘~ denote the operator of multiplication by I<’ on 
L2(C”). Define the Hankel operator YIC;: H’(F) + P(F) by 
Recall Hz is the orthogonal complement of HZ inL”. We say the number of poles of 
F (inside the disk) equals the dimension of range ZF and abbreviate this by 
“poles F. We let Hiv(V) be the subset of L&(F) consisting of all functions 
having 2 poles or fewer. Basic properties arc: II,‘> is closed in L’(@“) and an!- 
function in H,“(@“) equals a rational function plus an H” function. Note that 
the zeroes of a function can be defined similarly. 
THEOREM 4.2A. Suppose .F is in c$?..S(@~~), has 11 F(O)]~ < I, and .9(I)*) 
0 for some II E 9II,;(@“). ‘Then there aye phase functions 8, !J and a pseudomero- 
morphic G in .8LZ (@“) such that the ratzge E ~~ S9-(gH”(QZ)) is 
where 
ec,,o(zp, 
C,;O(I) {G - K: K is in H,” and ~1 G - K ~1 < 11. 
ConT;ersely, when n 1 (and ze conjecture for arbitrary n) any set B of this form 
is the range of such an 3. Also F(~crH’i (Cl)) :=- K’,(l)Q. If the coefJicients of 3 
aye rational, then SE = 9(%%9H-(62)). (Added note: Recent work of .Joseph 
Ball co@ms the conjuctu:fe). 
To explicitly compute G we need some definitions. Any D E Htco(V) has 
factorizations 
where I’, I’, arc inner functions in 13-(C), where R, R, E H i(C’L), and where 
R, V [resp. R, , I’;] have no common nontrivial right [resp. left] inner factor. 
Such coprime factorizations are unique up to a constant multiple. Construction 
of such factorizations follows immediately from the Lax-Beurling theorem, 
which gives V, by Hz 0 range X” = I’~H2(Cn) and V likewise for D(e@)*. 
lNote that I/-*, VL~, det P’, and det I’,’ are all rational and have the same 
number of poles as D. (See [28, Eqs. (6).-( I7e)] for the fact that V-l and dct V-r 
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have the same number of poles). Given B, C E #Lr, define p, p?r to be unitary 
valued functions in Lx with the property 
arc outer. From time to time we assume 
(K) If z,, is a pole of D inside the disk, then D(z))’ is a uniformly 
bounded analytic function for z in a neighborhood of z,, . 
Of course, the assumption holds generically and is not much of a restriction; 
however, it does make the analysis far less messy. If (N) holds, then classical 
interpolation theory applied entry by entry implies that for a given integer 
K we can find a rational matrix function D, in H9-(@‘“) which equals D(zj)-l at 
each pole zj of II and whose first K derivatives equal the first K derivatives of 
D-r at zj . Since the poles of I/-r and VT’ occur at the poles of 1) this argument, 
with K selected large enough, guarantees that a rational II“ function D, 
exists for which 
V-‘(Dl - D-‘) V,-’ 
is analytic near the poles of D inside the disk. This is the key relationship in what 
follows and henceforth we shall simply take D, to be some rational Hx(cTz) 
function which satisfies it. 
THEOREM 4.2B. For an 9 in Theorem 4.2.4 with hub D satisfying (iv) the 
corvespondinx G is 
G =z pF(0) y1 - pBD&‘rp, , 
where B, C are coeficients of 9 as in (I. 1). Also 8 _- vrl and 8 F:- 9);‘. 
The proof of this essentially amounts to describing the sets 
.A’ 1 {S(I - DA’)-? S E .9T,,HK(Q”)) 
in terms of Hr and A& & {S(l - DS)-l: 5’ E sY~,L’(@“)], which is done in 
the following lemma: 
LEMMA 4.3. ,Yuppose D E I~,‘-, /I D Ii < I, and D satisfies (K); then 
A = {-D, + VZZ,=(@n) V,] n AW’. 
Proof. Let 7 denote the poles of D inside the disk. Begin to prove the lemma 
by setting A!0 equal to 
(,\‘(I - DA’-l: S E B,,H/ and S(z,) is invertible and ( V-R,.l’)(zO) 
is invertible at each point zC, of 7). 
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Suppose izI E J&‘~. ‘Then 
and the special restrictions coming from ~./P and (N) imply that R--t( I’, ~~ R,S)-r 
and its inverse are analytic near 7. Thus 
I)-’ M I’GI’, , (4.2) 
where G and G-r arc analytic near T. Secondly, the definition of #poles implies 
*poles M < *poles 5’ *poles (I - Ds)-’ 
~2: -poles (1 ~~ IIS)-l. 
By the forthcoming sublemma ~poles (I --- DS)-r 5. +polcs 1 -- IIS ..: I and 
so ME Hl”(cfl). Equation (4.2) and the definition of D, imply ill --II, : 
VG,V, , where G, is analytic near 7. Thus the poles of G, = I’-‘(M ~.~ D,) V,’ 
are the same as those of 113. So G, E H,‘/(P) and since Aa is denst- in fl Eve 
have .@’ m= closure ./In C l-D1 -1 T’H,‘n C’rJ n ~c&. 
Proof. Set J = I -- 111 and K =- dim range XJ . Since J E HLa(6Zrl) there is a 
coprime factorization .I = I’-% and an inner outer factorization (cf. [37, Chap. 
V.)] ofL as WQ. Let us suppose for a while that J satisfies condition (N). Then 
since 
] = C’-lI;vo, 
#poles det IT-l := -poles J and “poles det W r ~~1 *poles J-r. If J is rational 
then the winding number of det J equals 0 as does that of the outer function 
det Q. So for rational J satisfying (K) the sublemma is true. 
To obtain the result for nonrational J use a rational approximation. To do this 
consider the coprime factorization M : B-lG. Since k < 00, the inner function 
B is rational and det B has k poles. Let G, E .81-r”,(UZ’A) be a sequence of rational 
functions with // G,, 1~ :< Y < 1 which converge to G pointwise a.e. Set J,, 
I ~ &rG,, Then the dominated convergence theorem implies 
,;“dJJ, --) q and fl.. --f Aem, J”, 1 
in the weak operator topology. The argument above shows that if we choose the 
approximations G,, so that J,, satisfies (N) then 
lz -3 dim range J?-, 
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Thus det W is a Blasche product and so W is rational. From this it is eas!- to SW 
that equality holds just by considering the functions involved restricted to a 
slightly smaller subdisk of the unit disk. 
To remove restriction (N) approximate J by J ~.~~ KE, where K is chosen so 
that J .~ KC satisfies (N) for all small E > 0. Now dim yl”J, ,it :: k is independent 
of E; thus, by the above, dim @J~+KC)-l must be. Since I’(] Kc)- ’ ~~- J Iii <: 
i K E ) J ~’ ~’ L(J ~- KC)-‘I’ ( / K i ~(l/S)(l/‘(8 --~ ICE ~) thr fact that II,’ is 
closed implies dim sJm, < 12 = dim ZJ. A similar argument with J 1 KE 
gives the rcvcrse inequality. So the proof of the sublemma is finished. 
suppose dl --= --D, I- VGV, for GE H,- with G analytic near 7 and that 
.l/ F .Y~d’. Note the set of such M is dense in C-D, f I’IZ,fIY1) n .YQ?‘. 
\Vc shall prove S = M(l -+ Z1JZ)-1 is in II” and thereby establish the first 
part of the lemma. The form of AZ immediate]\- implies that I .- /).lI is analytic 
at the poles of D, and consequently “poles (1 elm 1_);14) <i -‘poles ,I/ - 1. Since 
Iic 1 I DA1 :: 6 > 0 on ) z / = 1 the number of poles of (I L DAZ)-’ in the disk 
is ~1. By assumption DD, + DM =- RGLr, . The definition of I), says that 
i,.m-‘D ‘[DD,-- I] VT’ :- y is analytic near T. Note (I + DM-I LT,‘(G--y) -lRm’. 
Since (G ~- y)plR-1 is invertible near 7 and ir;’ has 1 poles, (I D:lr) 1 must 
haw all 1 of its poles at 7. !Vforeover this argument also implies cpoles 
(1 DM) 4 1. 
A pole z,, of 5” must be a pole either of M or of (I I- D~lZ)- I. 11-e sho\v& above 
that a11 poles of (1 -1. Ddl)~’ lie on 7. However, 
S (-D--I + V(G - y) VI) V;‘(G - y)-‘R- ’ I- I,-yC’, 
-R;‘(G - y)-‘R-l -+ D-’ 4. PjV, , 
each term of which is analytic near 7. Thus z+, $7 and z0 must be a pole of :U’. 
I’reriously WC proved 
1 -; *poles DM = #poles iii ‘- I. 
.Ylso /I111 is analytic near 7. Consequently, if y(z) is a CC=” valued function which 
is analvtic near z0 and M(z)y(z) has a pole of order K at z0 , then D(z)M(z)y(z) 
has a pole of order K at x,, . Th’ IS implies that there is a constant ‘L’ (which depends 
on the function y(z)) such that 
j M(z) y(z)l~,,, < zu 11 D(x) M(z) y(z)! Cn 
for z in a deleted neighborhood of z,, . Now for x in @‘” the function (1 -~ D(Z) 
-Y/(Z))-lx 2 yz(z) is analytic near z0 , and so this estimate applies to give 
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for z near a0 Since the constant c, depends only on x the uniform boundedness 
theorem implies that 1~ S(X)~~~~~~, is uniformly bounded near z0 Therefore S 
has no poles in the unit disk and since it obviously belongs to H$(U?) it is in 
HVd(V?). The lemma is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Consider F 2 F.F(@~,N”(@“)) $i , which equals 
I@$, -~ @M’C$, . By the lemma this is 
{r :- ~14, - r$D,C& - pB V~1V,C&: WE Hi”(F) and (-U, my- VH C,,) E <9,-M]. 
The condition -11, I- d’HI-i E.P& is equivalent to 11 y ~ 1 and since 
rpB V, VIC+, arc invertible outer, it gives, that r equals 
[G t- L: L E H, “(C”) and l) G --l-L 11 i: 1 ] 
This establishes one side of Theorems 4.2A and B when D satisfies (X). If 
IJ) E H1*(V) does not satisfy (N), then D + ~1 is in N,‘(P) and satisfies (N) 
for all but finitely many t. So an approximation argument eliminates the rcquirc- 
lent (N) from Theorem 4.2A. 
The converse for n = 1 follows from [2, 31 in the same way that the converse 
direction of Theorem 4.1 (the 1 = 0 case of Theorem 4.2) follows from [2, 31. 
What is needed to establish the conjectured full converse is precisely an Adama- 
janArov-Krein theorem for arbitrary n and 1. (Note: This was done by J. Ball 
of V-PI.). 
Remark. The construction of G in Theorem 4.2B requires building an inter- 
polating D, Here we give an alternative expression. We restrict attention to 
the case where D has only poles of order I since the higher multiplicity case is 
cluttered. At a pole z of D we have Laurent expansions 
where E, E, K are analytic near zi . We demonstrate that one may take G in 
Theorem 4.2B to be 
Here 0~~ is the standard pseudo inverse of the matrix Dj A consequence of 
this formula is that hypothesis (N) on D is unnecessary. To prove this note that 
the definition of G does not require (N), that G, obtained from approximations 
D I KE converge to G, and that one can assign ,q to D + ICE with ranges converg- 
ing to range 9. 
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To obtain (4.3) for a D which satisfies (N) observe that near x1 
D-1 =i and 
z - xj 
& D-1 
are analytic because D-l, D-‘V;l, and WD-l are. Consequently 
where T is analytic near zj . Since V-l D, VT’ is V-ID-l V;l up to a perturbation 
analytic near zi we can substitute this into the formula for G in Theorem 4.2 
to obtain that it is within an Hz perturbation of G given by (4.3). 
c. A Bigger Poincare’ Ball Interpolation 
Let us concentrate on the scalar case n = 1. Suppose y is a function from 17 
to [0, I]. One can complete SYLz or .9Hm in the weighted Poincari: metric 
p,,(K, G) = s;p y arcth b(K(eiS), G(eis)), 
and get a space whose wildness depends on the extent to which y vanishes. The 
closure ofjthe analytic functions is not too wild as the following shows. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. If y(B) 3 6 >0 for 19 in a subinterval of l7, then the closure 
.9y of S?Cm n Ha is contained in gceHE. 
Proof. A normal families argument implies that any sequence frL from 
.%‘Hm has a subsequence which converges on compacta to some limit f in SYecHa. 
If fiz is p,-Cauchy then it converges on the subinterval of l7 to a function g. By 
uniqueness of analytic continuation g = f. So fn converges on compacta to a 
function in ac,Hm. 
We want to classify the ranges of multiplication isometries on 9,, . For example, 
suppose y is smooth and vanishes only at finitely many points (aj}. Then the 
closure of SYHco n Cm consists of piecewise smooth functions in .SYceHm which 
have modulus 1 (to some prescribed order) only at the zj . Many rational 5?@ 
maps with /.9(O)(a)I = 1 only at z = zj are isometries on .9Y and these are a 
large subclass of all multiplication isometries on 9Y. To treat all isometries 
thoroughly would involve a lot of technicalities about the detailed nature of the 
closure spaces 9’V . This is not essential to our purposes, so we only analyze the 
dense subclass &‘55’F of oEp.9. This gives an idea of the basic structure and 
should serve as a guide to the general case. 
In the previous section we described ranges in terms of C, . As mentioned 
in the example Adamjan et al. [2, 31 b o serve that for rational G the set Co is 
equivalent to the class of solutions to a general Nevenlinna-Caratheodary-Fejer 
580/38/2-I I 
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interpolation problem. Namely, select y, rC, inner functions so that ~G#J E N”(C”); 
then clearly C, is equivalent to 
(K E H=(V): K G vG# at the zeroes of 9) andlof 4 and 11 K ,/ -< I), 
where in the scalar case one takes z at x0 to mean (d+lK/dx)(q,) = (dj-l/dz) 
[~Gz,/J](z,) for j = I,..., order of zeroes of ~4 at a,, . In the vector case there is a 
somewhat involved but precise generalization of this notion. As we soon see this 
interpolation viewpoint is much more appropriate to our study than the L” 
approximation viewpoint. The reason is that we must consider 9 which do not 
satisfy jj 9(0)1] < 1. While the range of such an 9 is not connected with an L” 
approximation problem it is connected with interpolation at points zj , where 
some of the / xj / = 1. We shall analyze the connection in detail for the scalar 
case and begin by discussing interpolation at boundary points. 
Recall the classical Lowner problem. Given zj with 1 xj 1 == 1 and numbers 
uik) with 1 WY)/ = 1 find a function J in H7 (03) so that 
Here K = 0, l,..., m, where m is odd. For fixed locations zj and orders mj there 
is a natural way to partially order interpolation problems. Some are basically 
“harder” than others and WC now define an inequality J c G on two functions 
which reflects this. For J, G t C’- we say J c G if and only if 
for k = 0, l,..., mj - 1 and 
(4.4) 
We also say J < < G if strict inequality holds in (4.2) for each j. The corre- 
spondence between * and the difficulty of interpolation is given by 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Suppose G E BcLE n Cz and H E H” n C=. If H satisfies 
H < e G, then there is a K in 2?‘,LX n flYA with K E H at zj to order mj . 
Proof. Recall from classical interpolation theory that to an interpolation 
problem one associates a “Pick” matrix (cf. [S, Chap. IIlJ). Given .aj and orders 
mi we shall denote by dt,j,,j,(H) the Pick matrix corresponding to the values 
(d”Hjdz)(zj) at a3 for k = 0, l,..., mj . The main use of the Pick matrix is in a test 
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to determine if the interpolation problem-find GE B,,.#H’ with G m% If 
at zj to order mj- has a solution, It does if A +Vz l(H) >. 0 and only if A 3 0. 
(This is frequently asserted (see [S]), but p roved fully only for low order cases 
(see [21]).) ~UUzlly for 0% e I ozcest order interpolation A ,; 0 $j there is a G E 
:tic$?H-- with G -:- H at the xj (see [21].) I;or a given function J the onl!~ place 
the highest order derivatives (d”‘jJjdz)(zj) enter its Pick matrix is on the diagonal. 
These diagonal entries have the form 
1 p, = (~ l)(T +l)‘a Re x:ll’ __ __ dm’l(zj) + p(zjJ(zj), J’(Zj),..., /‘“‘J-“(u”j)), 
J(zi) d,z 
where p is a certain function. Suppose two functions J, G satisfy (4.4). Then 
pjj(J) < P,,~(G) if and only if (4.5) holds. In fact J -:L G if and only if A(K) :sz 
A(G) and J < c; G if and only if A(K) < A(G). The proposition follows 
directly from this. 
The range of any rational scalar cascade transformation is given h! 
THEOREM 4.6. If the cascade transformation F(S) := A + BS(1 -- D‘S)-rC 
has rational scalar coeficients, then 9(Z8’&?Hz) equals 
(I-I E .~,,,%H~L: HE iz at the zeroes of BC inside the disk aud 
=1 c= H at the zeroes of BC on the circle}. 
Proof. Suppose H = F(S) for some S E .%,,WHffi. Then 
I -I- DB-‘(H - A) C-l = (1 - DS-l. (4.6) 
Since ii DS I/< < 1 we have Re(1 - DS) 3 0; therefore Re(1 - D(a)S(z))-r > 0 
for all z in the disk. By Theorem 2.10 [33] any pole of -(l/z)( 1 - OS-i must 
be on the circle and be of first order with residue having nonnegative real part. 
Consequently, if x,, is a zero of BC of order m0 inside the disk, H - =1 g 0 at 
aa to order m ,, ; while if ) za 1 = I, N - A g at z0 to order m, - 1. Moreover, at 
I zo I = 1 
- ; DB-l(H - A) C-l h as a first order pole with Kc residue ;I 0. (4.7) 
Conversely, suppose HE 39c,%?Hm has the interpolation properties above 
including (4.7) and solve H = F(S) for S to get an S with 1 S(eis)l > 1. Equa- 
tion (4.6) holds for S and together with the interpolation properties on H 
implies that (1 - DA’)-l has no poles in the disk. Condition (4.7) implies 
-(l/z)(l - DS)-1 has at worst simple poles with positive residue on the circle 
while 1 D(eie)S(eie)l < 1 implies Re(l - D(eis)S(eie))-r > 0. Theorem 2.10 
[33] again implies 1 - DS is analytic in the disk. Since it is rational 1 - DS is 
in Hm. Thus S = S(1 - DS)-l(I - DS) is in H=. 
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Now we scrutinize condition (4.7). Since (“, i ) is inner its entries satisfy 
,4 = -nVU,, BC = U2(1 - / D 1”) U, where U2 , U, are modulus one 
functions such that U(1 - j D la)r!a is outer in HZ and lJs E H7J with 
i%IJ2Us E HZ/-. Thus 
.- 
; DB-l(H - A) C-I _ _ 1 DD(H 1 A) _ 
2 (l--D) 
The only singular term in this function is in (1 - DD)-l. Since 1 - DD > 0 
on I7 a zero of it has (even) order m + 1 and is a local minimum. Consequently 
G (1 - Dn) jm+l(ao)m+l 
is positive. From this it follows that (4.7) holds if and only if inequality (4.5) 
holds for H and A. Combining the preceding two paragraphs yields the theorem. 
We can use Theorem 4.6 to analyze a cascade transformation gU in terms of 
its hub. For a rational scalar function S the function S(eis) & S(eis)*-l is 
rational and we define the transmission zeroes T, of S to be 
{(.z~, mj): S = S at zi to order mj}. 
For SE ~%~~.%fH”(@l) the function S# is defined to be -pS*, where /? is the 
lowest order Blaschke product making /3S* E .!3&‘Hm(C1). 
THEOREM 4.7. Suppose the cascade map Pu takes S* to 0. Then there is a 
jinite set 7 of points inside (1 x 1 < l} together with multiplicities so that 
~“(~,,~Hffi)={H~~loWHm:H~S# on T,n{lx/ <l} and 
S#-~HonT,n{\z/ =1}}n{H~3?‘,%‘H”:H~Oon~}. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.4 any cascade FU with FU(S*) = 0 must have hub 
equal to S. The general form for U is 
t 
-vs*w 
lJ = V(l - SS”)1/2 
(1 - s*syw 
S 1 
where V and W are phase functions chosen to make all entries lie in H”. It is 
classical engineering that the set of zeroes of V( 1 - 1 S 1”) W which lie in the unit 
disk contain T,; call any U minimal provided the two sets are equal. The main 
content of Proposition 5.1 [15] is that when U is minimal -V/s* W actually 
equals S#. This plus Theorem 4.6 proves that for any minimal U Theorem 4.7 
holds with 7 empty. To finish the proof observe that each nonminimal U can be 
obtained from a minimal U by multiplying with an inner function (3 !) 
from the left and an inner function (:I “,) from the right. 
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5. THE MINIMUM DISTANCE 
The last section reduced the minimum distance problems like those in Corol- 
lary 1.1 to the classical linear problems 
(a) find the supnorm distance S,(M) of MEL’ to J1lz,r or equivalently 
for 1 0. 
(b) find the supnorm of the smallest solution to a Nevenlinna -Pick- 
C’aratheodoryyFejer, etc., interpolation problem. 
Solutions to these problems are known. Computation of 6, is done in terms of 
the singular values of Hankcl matrices. The Zth singular value of the bounded 
operator .X’ is the Zth eigenvalue from the largest of ) # / and is denoted s,(Z), 
naturally s,,(p) =m 112 /I. The largest point of accumulation in the spectrum 8 
of X ~ for purposes of .defining sI is taken to have infinite multiplicity, i.e., 
8 s,(Z). The complete solution to problem (a) is 
‘~HEOKEMS [2, Theorems 0.2, 5.1; 3, Theorem 6. I]. Ehu rz = 1 1)r fw 1 - 0 
(a) S,(M) z- .Yr(&$). 
(b) For t > 0 there is an .F E YY(@“) so that 
(111 - H: HE H,‘x(C7z) and 1’ Ail - II 11 < s,(.&) 4 c) 
is equivalent to 
[~(czf,~) + E].F(S,,H-). 
Them is a prescription for constructing 9; so one can in fact write down all 
“approximate solutions” to problem (a). Note that in the natural bases for N’ 
and H’ the operator &r; has the nice matrix 
where G,, is th: nth Fourier coefficient of G. In addition to Hankel operators 
l’oeplitz operators arise. The Toeplitz operator TG: Hz + Hz is defined by 
7;; -: PfIz.dd<; ifI” and in the natural basis for Hz it has the matrix 2,; whose 
entries arc G,,+, . 
The work of Adamajan et al. [2, 31 is a highly developed mathematical study 
which continues work of Nevanlinna, Pick, Schur, Takagi, Nehari, Helson, 
and Szego. Clark [7] obtained the scalar case of many of their results indepen- 
dently. A beautiful and powerful operator theoretic approach to this subject 
is due to Sarason [31] and Nagy and Foias [14, 371. It is also interesting to note 
that recently engineers DeWilde, et al. [I I] g ave a recursive construction which 
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assigns to an interpolation problem a cascade transformation. Thereby they 
obtained an independent proof of the portions of [2, 31 described in Section 4. 
This applies directly to our problem once we adapt definitions in Section 4 
to the case at hand. For 111” in ~/J~~W~~)(@~~) factor M* into coprime Hm(@“) 
factors AZ” - RI/-m’ and AZ* -7 C’,lR, , where I-, VI are inner. Define 13, y 
as IjK(@“) functions with p(F), y(eis) unitary such that 
p( 1 - Affif*)‘iz p and C’JI - M*M)l+/ 
are outer (see [lo]). Let AIF be a rational function in Hv;(@“) for which V--l[AI;” -- 
M*-‘1 L-c1 is analytic near the poles of M *. A solution to the Poincare distance 
problem is 
THEOREM 5.1. For IVl* in $JL~YH,~(C~) satisfying (IV) define 
[Ad?] = -pA!l, - p(1 - MM”)r’“M:( I - M*M)+. 
Then 
(4 inf p(M, H) -= arctanh s~(L%?L&. 
Hem”(C”l 
(b) Moreocer, when 1 = 0 OY n = I, for small E > 0 there exists an HC E 
&RN”-(C”) so that for all 0 
E(A4(eie), He(eis)) = (sl(&&,) -I- E)I. 
Xote. If I == 0, then C; and IT, equal I and M, = 0, so all of these formulas 
are simple. 
Now we describe the distance of an orbit 0, to 0 in a weighted La norm. Also 
we treat the full matrix valued “Poincare distance” Q(M, N). The previous 
theorem dealt with the largest eigenvalue of Q only. The next theorem addresses 
the issue of prescribing all eigenvalues of Q and gives a surprisingly strong 
result as to which eigenvalues can arise. The weight functions we allow are 
positive definite matrix valued functions EL bounded above by I and from below 
by a positive constant times 1. Let 01~ denote the outer function in Hm(@“) 
satisfying CX,~X,” -= pLr. If K is a selfadjoint matrix diag K will denote the diagonal 
matrix whose entries are the eigenvalues S,(K) listed in order of descending size. 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose AI* in $J@H~“(C~~) satisfies condition (N) and 77 
diag 7. Then there is an H in PHI with 
diag Q(M, H) < arctanh q 
if and only if there is a Z in go,,* with 
diag I Z / I.. 4 
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only if 
and if strict inequality holds. If strict inequality holds, then one can find an H,, in 
C%H”(@7z) so that 
diag Q(M, HO) = tanh 7 
provided that n = 1 or 1 = 0. (We conjecture that the restriction n = 1 or 1 = 0 is 
unnecessary.) Moreover, if M is rational and 17 is continuous, then the inf in inequality 
(5.1) may be taken over only those p which are continuous and equivazent to 7 and 
the theorem still holds. (Added note: Recent work of f. Ball confirms the conjecture). 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. The duality principle converts the PoincarC distance 
problem in the theorem to the problem of finding 
inf ,i F(H)1 
H&H”( 02”) 
for any 9 with F(M) = 0. Take 9 to be the map 
F(H) = -M+ (1 - MM*)1/2 H(1 - M*H)-l(1 - M*M)lj2 (5.2) 
defined in Sections 2 and 3. Theorem 4.2 (or 4.1 when 1 = 0) tells us that 
.F(G’H;c(Cn)) equals /3-1C~M,y-1. The greatest lower bound on norms of func- 
tions in 1 CCMl ] equals sl(&‘& by the solution to problem (a) described at the 
beginning of this section. That proves part (a) of Theorem 5.1. 
Part (b) follows from part (b) of Th eorem [2, 31, as we now observe. For 
small E 1 0 there is an Yl so that 
and [s~(&&,) + ~1 1 Fl(gC,H”(@“))i are equivalent. Apply Fr to an inner 
function V to conclude that an H, exists with I &(M, HJ equivalent to 
rw&4,) + cl I ew = WqM]) + Eli. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Theorem 5.2 is a strict generalization of Theorem 5.1 
and its proof follows the same general outline as the last proof. Begin by observ- 
ing that the inequality on Q in the theorem is equivalent to 
diag &(M, H)l/* = tanh diag Q(M, N) < 71. 
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Equivalence (3.1) and the duality principle say this regularity and the inequality 
on Z in Theorem 5.2 have a solution if and only if 
has a solution H in L%H=(@“). Here 9 is given by (5.2). Since F(BH”(Cn)) 
equals p-YI’~M,y~l this inequality is equivalent to the existence of a K E H”(P) 
such that 
diag [M] --~ K~ :: 17 (5.3) 
and jl CM] - K I’Lm(@Vz) < 1. Assume for a while that 11 7 l~Lm(c)n) < 1. ‘I’hcn the 
last inequality is automatic from (5.3). 
&I useful fact about matrices is 
LEMMA 5.3. If a, b aye selfadjoint matrices in -ip(C’l), then 
diag n ‘.- diag b 
if and only if 
-1 Proof. To see that 71 :..: i,(diag b)m 1 diag a 1~ choose u : ub II, , where 
u,bu,l == diag b and u,au,l =: diag n. To prove the reverse inequality begin 
with the observation that 11 b-%a 1 <. 1 if and only if uu2u* < b2 if and only if 
(~[a” - XI] u*x, .w) <; ([b” -- AI]x, x) (5.4) 
for each real number X and all x in P. Let d,(h) [resp. d,(X)] be the dimension 
of a largest subspace consisting entirely of vectors x for which the right [resp. 
leftj side of the inequality is negative. The previous inequality implies d,,(X) 3 
d,(h) for each A. This is equivalent to 
diag a <: diag b. 
By the lemma inequality (5.3) is equivalent to 
inf 
aELm 
11 o-l~-w / [M-J - K 1 L”(c”) < 1. 
e(eze)unitarya.e. 
Functions of the form 8-l@ sweep through functions p which are equivalent to 
7 so this inequality is equivalent to 
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Clearly, this will be true if for each E > 0 there is a pE and an L, in Hm(en) so 
that 
For given pcL, such an L, exists only if 
and if strict inequality holds. That is, only if 
and if strict inequality holds. Soon we will prove a lemma (Lemma 5.4) which 
says that (5.5) and inequality (5.1) in Theorem 5.2 are equivalent. Thus we have 
proved the first of the theorem under the assumption that 1171 llLmtcn) < 1. 
To prove the next assertion of Theorem 5.2, suppose (5.5) holds with strict 
inequality and let p,, be a function equivalent to 7 for which (5.4) has a solution 
with E negative. Set r .= a;:[M] and choose & to be the [2, 31 map whose 
range is equivalent to ~ CT” ‘. Then for r’ inner there is an L, E P(F) so that 
are equivalent. So there must exist K,, E HZ(F) with diag i [nil] - k;, = 7 
and consequently there is an H,, E .994H7(P) such that 
as required by the theorem. If (17 i~Lm(cn) z-1 1 apply all of the above results to 
~7, where Y < 1; then let r 7 1. The first part of Theorem 5.2 follows directly. 
The part which we just finished requires a slight modification: pick pr, equivalent 
to ~7, but then substitute ,u& for pLo and ~7 for 7 throughout the rest of the proof. 
For rational M and K the function 1 [M] - K I2 & R is rational and so ana- 
lytic near the unit circle. By Theorem 6.1 of [24, Chap. 21 the eigenvalues 
oj(R, Z) and eigenprojectors Pj(R, 2) of R are holomorphic near the unit 
circle. Also a local holomorphic frame CJI~(R, a) E P,(R, x) C=” exists. Note that 
oj(z) is not the same as &(I [M](Z) - K(z)J”) because we ordered the Xj’s by 
size while the aj(R, Z) are chosen to be analytic. Now choose a particular norm 1 
function yj(R, eie) which is continuous at all but possibly the point z = 1. The 
obstruction to continuity can be removed by multiplying by eisjt for some 
integer t. Thus 3 a continuous frame. This means there is a continuous unitary 
valued function W(ei”) so that ~~‘(eie)R(eiS)~~eis)~ : L3(eis) is diagonal. The 
proof of Lemma 5.3 gives that U = EIV minimizes 11 q-11;rR1’2 ‘iLa(on) provided 
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E is a unitary valued function with &l =-- diag d. Now B is diagonal with step 
function entries; however, 
is continuous. So the final assertion of Theorem 5.2 is proved. 
Remark A. Given III in +?H,J-(@“) and 7; to find a point N in :81fn(C’l) 
satisfying diag C(M, H)t:’ 71: 
(1) Pick a p equivalent to 71 for which (5.1) holds (strict inequality). 
(2) Find an L in Zl,& which best approximates z;‘[M] as in problem (a). 
(3) Set H == .P’(p-r[[122] - c&l y+) where ,F is given by (5.2). 
When all functions are rational the inequality does not have to be strict in (1). 
Solutions to problems (a) and (b) given in [2, 3, 19, 25, 271 are basically 
constructive, so this procedure for finding H can in principle be executed when 
M is rational and I = 0 or z 7: I. 
Remark B. For rational S ,/1 M” and CL, not only can one find an approxi- 
mately smallest element 2‘ in 0, , one can construct U with 2 == &(S). The 
simplest way to do this is to use H. By Lemma 3.4 one can construct zi inner 
so that F”(H*) =~ 0. Then the magnitude of a smallest 2 and 
qs*, fzy and &(,s, H*)‘/” 
and 
b(.Fu(S), 0)‘~” and ’ Fur 
are equivalent. So CFU(S) =-- 2’ is a desired point in 0, . The fact that one can 
construct U is well known in engineering and is due to Fano. 
Much of the remainder of this section is devoted to expressing the 1 0 
case of Theorem 5.2 in more elegant and useful ways. Our first such result is 
Corollary 1.1 of the Introduction, which we think is the most practical solution 
to the distance problem (since it works directly in terms of measured data). 
Another approach is to express all infinite matrices in terms of a certain “natural 
basis” for the problem. When M is rational all conditions become conditions on 
finite matrices. We describe this after giving the lemma which finishes the proof 
of Theorem 5.2 and proves Corollary 1.1. Recall 6 == (1 ~~- :l/I”M))l, S, m_ 
(1 ~- MM*))l, and f(el@) 2 .f(e--LB). 
LEMMA 5.4. Suppose FE L*(C’l) and pi is the outer left spectral factor of the 
function p2. Then 
(a) sL(y%“, lF) r, 
if and only if 
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OY, in the special case F L: [M] with M* E d?IfL(Cn) ad 11 a scalar function, 
inequality (a) is equivalent to 
‘This inequality is This inequality is equivalent to that required by part (b) of 
the lemma. At the end of the proof we will convert it and other operator ine- 
qualities about to be proved to the matrix form appearing in the lemma. 
‘To prove (c) recall [lzl] =: --piMy, where p( 1 -~ :lir.IP)r ‘” = b and (I ~~- 
~l~*:V)’ ?y = h are outer functions. Xote that 
(5.6) 
Substitute 
CM] b= -pMy = -b( I ~ MM*)-‘Mh 
into the inequality of Lemma 5.4(b) to get 
I-se (5.6) and the fact that 6 is outer to obtain 
‘This pro\-es (c). 
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To prove (d) observe h = h and [AZ] = b” SM. Use this to get an analog of 
(5.7): 
The argument above applies here to give 
Let p denote the operator p: I,” +L2 defined by [pf](eis) - f(ets) f(e- iO) 
and let the (block) matrix for,@(>-,~pZ~ with respect to the basis eiKO with K ’ 0 
be what we have previously designated 9~~; . Sow we convert the operator ine- 
qualities just obtained to the matrix form which appears in the lemma. 
Begin with (d) and the inequality just proved. Apply pAt’,,,o to the right of the 
inequality and (p~?‘,~s)* = A,,- tsp to the left and obtain 
This gives the matrix inequality (d). Return to part (a). To get matrices prc and 
post multiply the operator inequality wc obtained as above to obtain 
/Y(, ,Hp&F:,s;p. /d,,<” Y”PHbcJ%,:pPH 2 ) 
which essentially is (a). The same procedure applies to (c). 
Remark C. Suppose n == 1 and AI” t :8N’(C’). Then in the notation of the 
above lemma ~6. ~c,+%“~~c,~~, s mu: Y% if and onlv if 
where ui -- A’,-~~pP~d2’,*2~ -lPRz.~. The proof of this follows from the proof 
of Lemma 5.4(b) and (d). This is a useful relationship because there is a simple 
algorithm for constructing the best H- approximate to au-l[M] in terms of .\ 
(see [20]). 
Proof of Cosollavy I. I. Corollary I .I is an immediate consequcncc of 
Theorem 5.1 combined with Lemma 5.4(c). Note that a simplified form of 
Corollary 1.1 holds for the scalar case because of part (d) of the lemma. 
When the functions we work with are rational all conditions as in Corollar-- 1.1 
and Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 can be stated in terms of finite dimensional matrices. 
There are several ways to do this. One, originating from Corollary 1. I, is found 
in [17]. The one we give here is based directly on Theorem 5.2 and is consistent 
with matrix formulas found in [15]. 
The Hankel matrix of a rational function, while infinite, has finite rank and it is 
(theoretically) straightforward to determine ~1 Z(; I/ from a finite ditnensional 
operator. To see one way of doing this let P. y denote the orthogonal projection 
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of L’(QZ=“) onto the subspace .Y of L2(@“). For a rational function G ELM, 
the subspace [Pf;i2(cnr J&‘~H~(@~)]~ of AZ(Q) is invariant under &‘,ie and has 
what is called “full range.” Thus the Lax-Beurling theorem implies that there is 
an inner function ‘p E Hc(@“) so that 
[PIRCT A%?~H~(C?)]~ = ~82’~J?(@~“); (5.8) 
the full range property simply guarantees that y has full rank n a.e. The function 
9 satisfies [JdQGH2] = PH2d’~PHZ[~CHz] + A~‘~P,+Y~H~, which is contained 
in Hz by (5.4). This is equivalent to PG E Hm(CTL). 
The information in the preceding paragraph comes together to give 
are unitarily equivalent, where 9 = &-fj2. Since Y 3 R2, the operator PyPH2 
is a projection and its range is 9 n Hz = PHd2’OR2 (which we denote YV). 
Thus 
(5.5) 
A compression operator PH2AK* lspV, henceforth denoted r,(K), is finite 
dimensional when v is rational since YQ is then finite dimensional. Slightly 
less general versions of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 can be restated in terms of a r 
operator; for example, Theorem 5.2 becomes 
THEOREM 5.5. If M* E E%‘H,“(C:“), then 
for any function 9 in 9Hm(Cn) which forces cp[M] to lie in H”(F). 
Clearly Theorem 5.5 could be stated more flexibly since we could have 
multiplied CM] from the right by an inner function # to make it analytic. In 
general if y, $ are inner and p[M]# E H”(F), then 
where Yz = Hz n y1f2, Yr = E2 n $*H*, and K = drp[M]#. 
While compression operators r,(G) look abstract and ineffable they can be 
expressed as matrices. There is a (generalized) eigenbasis for I’,(G) on Y9 and 
Sarason 1311 showed in basic cases that s21 - I’,(G)*I’,(G) in this basis is the 
classical Pick matrix fl (mentioned in Section 4) for the interpolation problem (b) 
corresponding to problem (a). 
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As an example we compute the Pick matrix for L?(C) functions from Z’,(G) 
when det v has only zeroes of multiplicity 1 and G E .c%M?H~(@“). Suppose u: is 
a zero of det q and let s E @‘I. Then the function dcx, where 
is analytic outside I z .- 1 and so its boundary values satisfy 
For example if G = cp and s is in the null space of y(w)*x, then (5.9) implies 
for anyf in H”(@‘l). That is, x/( 1 - eiew) E H3 (3 J&‘J-I~ = r’fW and SO (5.9) says 
The multiplicity one assumption on the zeroes zuli of det CJJ actually implies the 
functions (~~(/(l - ei%J) span ,Y, . Here the xk satisfy ~(z+J*x,; = 0 and 
L\,< # 0. So the quadratic form S*(.v, X) - (TX, T.x) h as an 2 dimensional negative 
space if and only if 
has one. In other words the (Pick) matrix 
has precisely I negative eigenvalues if and only if s,(r) < 6 < si-r(r). 
This procedure and Theorems 5.1, 5.2 are valid only for 11 A!! ~1 < 1. Extending 
them to :~ M i/ = 1 is delicate but one way of doing it is to approximate S 
M* E @, with ones in g and then take a limit of the corresponding Pick matrices. 
If one normalizes the approximating Pick matrices correctly (this is the delicate 
part) the limiting matrix has the desired property (see [S]). This is one way to 
obtain the Pick matrices described in the proof of Proposition 4.5. The scalar 
case 11 MI/ < 1 is worked out fully in Section 6 [15] or [30]. In the [15] notation 
M* = S and we now switch to that convention. There is also a discussion of the 
limit procedure; the resulting Pick matrix for a nontrivial jl M 11 = // S j/ = 1 
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example is given in [16]. ,$nyway, the basic boundary behavior (see Section 4b 
for notation) is well illustrated by 
THEOREM 5.6. For rational scalar function p2, S satis&ng 0 < p :.c 1, and 
s E ,g,r1 r~ 
Proof. Corollary 3.5 and Theorem 4.6 convert the problems about computing 
infs to finding a sup norm smallest element in 
{H E i#c,WH=: H g S” on T, n { / z / < 1) and ‘5’” C- H on Ts n {I z / =- I}). 
The theorem now follows from Proposition 4.5 and an argument very much like 
its proof. 
The 9’0, part of Theorem 5.6 is just Theorem 111 of [IS]. Theorem 5.5 for 
I = 0 is basically Theorem I of [15]. Th us we have obtained new and much 
clearer proofs of these theorems [ 151 as well as substantial extensions of Theorem 
I. 
6. THE PHYSICAL PROBLEM 
We now give physical interpretations to the main results of this paper. We 
emphasize that the goal of this paper has been to present the mathematics sur- 
rounding the PoincarC distance problem rather than to do practical engineering. 
For example, the analysis (problem II) we give of gain equalization in amplifiers 
falls well short of being practical. On the other hand, it is reasonable to expect 
that a complete treatment of such questions would rely on results of the type 
developed here and our study of problem I actually is fairly practical. 
A common problem in circuit design is that of “matching” a power source to a 
given load circuit. As is well known (cf. [23, Chap. 61) an n-port electric circuit 
corresponds to an H”(@“) function S called its frequency response function 
(scattering formalism). Here one typically works with H” of the right half 
plane rather than the disk, but we shall identify the two. Energy-conserving 
circuits correspond to inner S, passive circuits to contractive S, and strictly 
active circuits to S with IIS-l llLrn < 1. A power source has internal impedance 
which in our conventions corresponds to some function K in S?fH”(C?). If one 
connects the source directly to a passive load circuit corresponding to S, then the 
ratio of power delivered to power potentially available is typically less than 1. 
Although it is never described in these terms computing the power mismatch 
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j==l ” bCl_i 
load _------ - - _ 
FIGURE 1 
between source and load at frequency w is equivalent to computing the Poincare 
(for multiports Caratheodory) distance q(K(eis)*, S(eie)). 
Typically one wants to minimize the power mismatch or actually control it. 
One can do this by placing a carefully designed circuit U between the source 
and the load. Circuit connections are described as follows. 
If U is a lossless n + m port and we terminate the last n ports in 
the n-port circuit S the resulting circuit (see Fig. 1) corresponds to Fu(S). 
Thus 90, consists of all frequency response functions obtainable from S in 
this fashion. We shall work only with a very simple power source, namely, one 
which is decoupled as independent sources pi ,..., pn each having unit internal 
impedance; that is, K(eie) :e 0. The lowest power these sources deliver in 
Fig. 1 is >l - 11 ZQS)l12. I f t f f q n ac or re uency 6’ the worst possible allocation of 
power among the pj delivers power equal to 1 - 1: 9JS)(eiS)i& 
Until this point the Caratheodory metric enters trivially by virtue of the fact 
that ~(0, F) is a simple function of j/F 11. M’ . mrmizing mismatch is equivalent to 
minimizing 
over U’s which are inner. By the Darlington dilation (Lemma 3.2) this is equi- 
valent to minimizing p(H, S*) over all H in 98Hm(@“). 
A basic power transfer problem is: 
I. Given S passive and power sources pj with total power 1 find U lossless so that 
the arrangement in Fig. 1 delivers maximal power to S uniformly over all frequencies. 
What is the maximal power? As just described this is the Poincari: distance 
problem. Theorem 5.2 settles it: When n = m for strictly passive S the maximum 
uniformly deliverable power is 1 - 11 .%&, 112. Moreover, there is a U so that 
(within E) power 1 - 11 Zts*, 11 2 is delivered to S at each frequency regardless 
of the way power is allocated among the sources. Theorem 5.4 gives analogous 
results for two terminal passive but not necessarily strictly passive networks. 
An optimal U can be computed from the remark following Theorem 5.3. 
The mathematics of maximizing power transfer in passive networks is a special 
case of the mathematics of designing an amplifier with large flat gain. There are 
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several types of amplifiers; the simplest mathematically is the reflection-type 
amplifier. One has an active S then forms RL,(S) as in Fig. 1. The gain of the 
amplifier at frequency ~9 is at least inf,,,:,=, /I Fu(S)(eis)X Ilg = 1~ .9&S)(eis)-lll;f . 
By- Lemma 2.2 this equals 
A basic (though highly compromised) problem in the design of a (reflection-type) 
amplifier with flat gain is: 
II. Gi7;en S strictly active and ,oj$ind U as above so that &(S) has maximum 
gain over allfrequencies. Formula (6.1) t e 11 s us that we can convert this problem 
for active S to one about contractive functions S. Namely, we must find 
This is exactly the same as I except S need not be in gAH’(@“). A rational func- 
tion S will produce an S in 9?H,“-(CC”). Theorem 5.2 settles this for rational S 
with S satisfying condition (N). The best possible uniform gain is s2(Z&$ 
where 2 is the number of poles of S inside the disk; moreover, it can be achieved 
within c (as in I). Note 1 also equals the number of zeroes of S outside the unit 
disk. 
A configuration more common than Fig. I in amplifier design is 
FIG. 2. Transistor-type amplifier. 
Here pi is a power source as before and the gain of the amplifier is the amount 
of power delivered to the unit load resistor. Up to normalization it equals 
I[ ZQS)(eie)]iz I2 at frequency 0. Here [A%Z]iz stands for the upper right entry of 
the 2 x 2 matrix M. The natural question is: 
rII. Given active S Jind an amplifier of the type in Fig. 2 whose gain pver all 
frequencies cannot be exceeded. The mathematical problem is to find 
gs = s,up i;f IIFr(S)(eis)]rz 12. 
The following lemma quite surprisingly converts this to a PoincarC distance 
problem and Theorem 5.2 applies directly to it. So we get a reduction of the 
problem. For m a matrix let S.C.V. (m) denote the smallest eigenvalues of \ llz 1. 
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LEMMA 6.1. If S is in J?L”(@‘), then 
<!Y.? = i;f 1; s.e.v. 1 .FU(S)] ~~~(cIj . 
So for a given S which is strictly active g is a physically obtainable gain if and only 
if there is a 27 in 80,- such that 
Proof. Since the orbit of S is closed under left and right multiplication by 
rational inner functions M, IV 
One has enough freedom in the choice of 1V to make 
To be certain of this it suffices to show that the set 
pV* (y), where v IS a unimodular rational scalar 
function and IV E II” is inner 
! 
equals 
v2 rational and 1 r~r j2 .~ 
Ry the proof of Darlington’s lemma (cf. [lo]) the set 
equals 
% Ii 1 u2 E N: u1 ) u2 E H"(C')! & Ml. 
Clearly for any elements 7 of N there is a rational phase function F so that 
yrj E J-1. 
A similar argument on M gives that 
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so 
-1 
gs 1 ib& s;p (s.e.v. 1 Z(.P-l I)‘. 
Since i 2-l ~ -~: 1 9$(S))l j and j 9u(s)l are equivalent the lemma follows. 
The lemma plus Theorem 5.2 immediately give 
PROPOSITION 6.2. The number gs is the least upper bound of the realizable 
gains JOY S ;f and only f 




0 1 (,l)“Z . 
There are many directions in which this theory should be extended. Firstly, 
we were forced to take m = n; this eliminates many devices. Secondly, in II we 
assumed S was strictly active. Removing this restriction is important. It is 
possible to generalize the duality principle to both of these situations and this is 
the content of the next section. Unfortunately we have not been able to extend 
the theorems of Section 4 enough to handle these situations. Thirdly, the design 
of amplifiers should include an added physical constraint-stab&y. Mathemati- 
cally this says su(S) belongs to H”(P)- since a pole of F”(S) inside the disk 
corresponds to a frequency where the amplifier is likely to burn out. This mathe- 
matical statement is not invariant under small perturbations thus a stronger 
definition is in order. One says the configuration in Fig. 1 or equivalently the 
pair U, S is stable if and only if (1 - LILY-r E H&(V), where U = (c “,) as in 
(1 .l). Design as in problem II done with the stability constraint (as can be 
easily shown) amounts to the mathematical problem of finding 
inf{p(G, H): HE SfH”(P) and det(G - H) never equals 0 at any point in the 
disk), 
for G-l E .%%H=. More detail on stability is given in a paper which follows 
this one [5]. Also a very recent paper of J. Ball and the author concerns S 
which are not strictly active. 
7. EXTENDED DUALITY PRINCIPLES 
(a) Broadly Symplectic Maps 
A network connection as in Section 6, Fig. I, gives rise to a broadly symplectic 
map F, of $9(Q) to 9IZ(P). We shall establish a cross ratio preservation 
theorem for such maps. 
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Our convention is that the coefficient matrix u of a broadly symplcctic map 




,g :: -----~ (7.1) 
~(1 - a*a)1’2 
z,, == -wavy - y. (7.2) 
Here a E 99(C”‘, 03) and y, w, 2 are partial isometries in 9(ClC, CC”,), 
9(@, C), Y(C1, F), respectively: Also (0” i) is unitary. The map F, can be 
written as in (1.1) and then reduced to the form F,(s) = yK,,(s)w, where 
Define another broadly symplectic map L, by 
L,Js) = ys(1 -+ qs)-lw. 
Note L, equals F, with a = 0 and has the property L,(O) = 0. Let G(@“, ,‘I,) 
denote all of the broadly symplectic maps with /I F(O)11 < I. Let a(u) = a in 
(7.1). In Section 2 we showed that &(s, h) is equivalent to 8(--h, -s); a 
generalization to broadly symplectic maps is 
PROPOSITION 7. I. If F, E G(C”, P) with u as in (7.1) and s E 999’(F), then 
I FzhV and I FA l~,,Ja(u))~2 
are unitarily equivalent. 
From this we get a duality principle for broadly symplectic maps. Let 
gC(C1, P) denote the maps of form (1.1) with rational Ha coefficients whose 
values at points belong to G(C”, Cm) except possibly for finitely many points. 
THEOREM 7.2. For 5” E .%?,WH”(@“) 
is (pointwise unitarily) equkalent to 
{I ,F(H)l: all H E .PJ,.UAH~(C”‘), all,9 t YC(Crl, P) with theproperty 
.9(9(S)*) :- 0 foT some 9’ E ~C(CTi, OY) which maps 0 to 01. 
Thus 
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Pmof. This theorem follows quickly from Proposition 7.1 in the same way 
that the duality principle followed from Proposition 2.1. Clearly, the second set 
is contained in 1 0, j. Proof of reverse inclusion amounts to showing that given 
IV an i%&N”(@)Li-7r1) inner function, there are .#cc3PNT(Fl) inner functions 
p, $ so that the decomposition of 
of the form (7.1) can be performed with NK functions. The extra freedom given 
by p, il, makes this easy. 
Pmof of 7.1. For 0 < Y < 1 there is a unitary U, E Y(Ffl, U?“) with YZ, as 
its lower diagonal n i: n block; moreover, there is a continuous family of these 
u, which converges to u as Y + 1. We shall study &(O, F,(s)) = FJs)F,(s)* = 
Iim,,, yK,,T(s) zzz*K:,~(s)*y* for s E BL?(@“). Abbreviate z, to I and compute 
and 
zq,,(S) = (1 - r?z*z)-1’*(s - rx*)(l - rx-i(l - Y?zz*)r~~, 
k;Js) = (1 - Y?z*,z)1’*(1 - Ysz)-r(s - rz*)(l - Y%z*)-i’2. 
Since (1 - Y~X*X) = y*(l - r’aa+)y t (1 - Y”) 9*9 and (1 - Y~ZX+) = 
zL(l - Y%Qz) w* + (1 - Y”) 99*, 
_ (1 _ aa*)-1’2y(s -. g?y(l - zs)-lw~o”(s~l: - g(l - z”s*)-Iy”(l - uu*)1,‘*. 
To simplify this suppose a: = (1 - x*s*)-‘y”p, where fl is in @“‘. Then 
qa - qz*s*a = qy*p = 0, 
and so 9~ :- 99*s’*x Thus p*(s* - z), FZ q”.& - q*q” = q*s*a: - q*s*a z 0, 
which shows that 
range(s”’ - x)(1 - z*,*))ly* C null 9” = range w. 
From this and the fact that FF* is selfadjoint we obtain 
F,t(s) F,(s)* and y(s - dql - zs)y(s* ~ z)( 1 - ,V-ry* (7.3) 
are unitarily equivalent. Alternatively one could express (7.3) as 
an d Ftds) F,(s) * (7.4) 
arc unitariiy equivalent. Now we need a lemma. 
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LEMMA 7.3. If z, = -wa*y - q as in (7.2) and if F is in G(@“, V) then 
JYC) = Cfb)j, + 6 
where j, ti, and 4 are partial isometries with (t $) unitary and f is in G(@llb, @I”) 
(Note: This adapts easily to in$nite dimensions.) 
Proof. Since each matrixF(x,*) is a contraction it has an orthogonal decompo- 
sition c, Am PC, into its purely contractive and isometric parts. The first step is to 
show that the subspaces in this decomposition and the isometric part 4, do not 
depend on a. The general form for F(z*) is 
F(,-*) =: m(l - kk*)-li2(z* - k)(l - k*z*)-l(l - k*k)ll$, 
with // k 11 < 1 and m, 7;’ unitary. Suppose 01 has the property 
/I F(z*)a II = /I 8 /I, 
which says for /3 = (I - K*z*)-I(1 - k*k)l&Ta: 
li(l - kk*)-1/2(z*/3 - k/3)11” = 11(1 - k*k)-‘j2(1 - k*x*)P i12, 
that is, 
ll( 1 - kk*)-l&*/3 II2 + li(l - kk*)-li2k/3 II2 - 2 Re((1 - kk*)plz*P, k/3) 
= 11(1 - k*k)-1/2/3 /I2 + 11(1 - k*k)-112k*z*/3 \I2 - 2 Re((1 - k*k)-l/3, k*z*P). 
The cross terms are equal and what is left reduces to 
For z = a, this says x,“/3 = s*/3, which is independent of a. Also 
F(z:)cY = (1 - kk*)-1’2(q*p - kp) and (Y = (I - k*k)-1’2(/3 - k*q*,B) 
are independent of a which is what was needed. Thus F(x$) = zif (a)9 + 4. 
It remains to establish thatfis symplectic. We do this by establishing properties 
off abstractly. Firstly, if a E .~?(CY, C,,) is unitary, then x, is unitary and so 
F(z,) is unitary, and so f(a) is unitary. Likewise f: c~,,9(U?n) - .~,,2’(@~)~). 
Secondly, if f (al) = f (a,), then F(z?J = F(,$), which implies z,~ = zOz and 
so a, = a,; that is, f is one to one. Thordly, f is holomorphic. Fourthly, the argu- 
ment of the preceding paragraph applies to F-l and gives f-l: .9Y8,,2’[Cn~) +
.@&?(C?). Fithly, F is homotopic to the identity map and so f must be also. 
A theorem of Phillips [29] tells us that f is symplectic. The lemma is proved. 
We can apply the lemma to obtain 
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Then to determinef let us find a, so thatf(a,) = 0. This a, is characterized by 
the requirement rank Fde8(zz0) = rank q. Since Fo-B(x,*O) is by definition the 
product of four terms, three of which are invertible, the fourth s - zzO must 
have rank q. Suppose p is in its null space; s/I - x,“,‘3 = 0. IUultiply by q to get 
0 == qs/3 + qq*/3, which gives 
0 = qsww*p + qsqq*p + qq*p. 
Thus qq*/3 = -(qq* ( qsqq”)-lqswzo*/3. We can substitute this intoyy*a,w*P = 
-yq*p - ys/3 = -ys(qq*/3 + ww*p) and get 
%Jy = y+q* -+ 4q*)-1 qswy - yswy, 
where y = w*/3. Since 11 s /I < 1 the null space of w* = domain q* cannot con- 
tain ,f3. Thus m = n - rank q = dim null (s - z$) = dim w* null (s - 2,). 
Thus w* null (s - z,) -: @m, and so 
a, = -ysw + ys(qq* + qsqq*)-lqsw. 
Now we prove that 
a, = L,(s). 
To see this write 
L,,(s) = ys(I + qs)-lw = ( ysqq* + ysww*)(qq* + qsqq* + ww* + qsww”)-lw 
= ysw - ysqq*(qq* + qsqq*)-lqsw 
= --a,. 
We conclude f(u) = FdLUcB,(u). 
Now we return to evaluate (7.4) by computing [Fd (.za*)]*n for a: E range 
(1 - SS*)~~~(I - z*s*)-ly*. A n earlier computation gaveGange(1 - z*s*)-ly* C 
null(q - qq*s*) and reversing it gives equality. By the proof of Lemma 7.3 the 
isometric part q* of [F,-s(~f)]* h as domain (initial space) equal to range 
(1 - ss*)-l12(q*q - sq). However, this is orthogonal to 01 because null(q - qq*s*) i 
range(q* - sqq*) == range(q*q - sq). Thus q*a = 0 and so (7.4) says ~F,(s)/~ 
and : F+ J44)l 
of proof.’ 
2 are similar, which implies they are unitarily equivalent. End 
Remark. There is an alternative type of duality principle which might well be 
valid. It is plausible that 
q&r F,,(s)) = ,&f qn(g> ~1, 
u 
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where Z, = ( g E ~Z(Q?): F,( g) =-= ~1 since phenomena of this type are com- 
mon in nice situations (cf. [22, Chap. IV, Proposition 9.6 or Chap. YIII, 
Proposition 6.21). Here ql,l is the metric given by (2.1) on %T(Q?). This would 
produce a duality principle which converts the problem of finding the distance of 
0, to 0 in 9Hri (CC”‘) to that of finding the PoincarC distance of S to a complicated 
set in 9’,,HC(@7d). One disadvantage of this approach is that m < n (frequently 
vz = 1) and so it is better to work in the lower dimensional space m. Thus WC 
have not pursued this approach at all. 
b. Noncontractions 
We now give a “duality” principle for the orbit 90, of an S E II” with LCi 
norm greater than one. There is a well-established procedure in operator theory 
for dealing with noncontractions (cf. [8, 9, 261). For s E S?(C) one defines 
j = sgn(l ~ s*s), j.+ ~- sgn(1 - ss*), 
and then notes (1 - s*s) = j 1 1 - s*s 1. Define the j-adjoint of matrix a to be 
j,a*j and denote it a’. Then the natural generalization of the transformation 
F, is --s 
F,_$(h) r= -j$ -t 1 1 - SS” ;iia h(l - S”h))l I 1 - s*s /I”‘. (7.5) 
Existing studies of these maps concern the function F, (A), which is the Davis-- 
Foias characteristic function. One can obtain it from-an argument like that in 
Proposition 2.1. 
PROPOSITION 7.4. Suppose I -- ss* and 1 - s*h ave invertible. Then b(F(s), 
F(h)) is similar to FA_S(h)*%,mS(h)* fey any symplectic map F. 
From this one gets a duality principle. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. The eigenzalue functions of ZZ" fcv the 2 in 0, equal 
those of ~‘7 for the 7 in the range of a fixed linear fractional map, zchich can be 
zwitten dozuz immediately from (1.5). 
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